
The "Business" of 0utsourcing
his article is defines a road-map - the "business" of outsourcing - for companies that are either thinking of

outsourcing or outsource already. The same road-map also pertains to companies that provide outsourc-

ing services because the article focuses management's attention on what should be expected of them.

Outsourcing is a hot topic in our industry b€cause it is a preferled, and sometimes even necessary business model

for many companies. In today's business environment applicable to the pharmaceutical and biotechnology indu,s-

tries, a number of services are performed by outsourcing providers (a/k,/a vertdors). The most common of these

are manufacturing, Laboratory packaging, data management, distributioq data processing and data hosting, The

common denominato! of these very different activities is that each requires a fully and appropdately equipped

facility and a group of competent, experienced and corunitted individuals to either carry out or ove$ee the rcspec-

tive operation. Sounds pretty simple, right? Well, it's not quite that simple. If it was that simple, this subject

would not be the hot button item as it is, with all the surrounding conhoversy and frustration.

We believe that controversies and frushation often arise ftom the fact that companies 1) do not know how to

properly select an outsourchg provider, 2) do not have enough experience with properly formalizing ways for

interactions and communications with their outsourcing provide$ and 3) do not understand enough about the

critical components that make a relationship with an outsourcing provider work. Let's see what can be done to

capitalize on the outsourcing services
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its product research, development and /or commercialization. For

example, a company may choose to perform most of the activities
for an intemally-developed product in-house because that's where
the expertise and intellectual pioperty lie. On the other hand, it may
make mole sense to subconhact various support processes (e.9.,

manufacturing, method development, packagin& stability studies)
for licensed and/or co-developed products for finarcial reasons.
Below are a few tips to consider when deciding whether outsourc-
ing is right for you.

If you are a virtual organization, a start-up or a small company,
you don't have much choice in this matter if you want to maintain

or grow your business. If you are a large, established organization,

searching for prospective outsourcing vendors occurs for at least

one of the following reasons:
. More financial and/or logistical benefits (e.9., expertise, no

need to build an intemal infrastructure) than risks (e.g., legal
liabilities, disclosing intellectual property) associated with
performing the work extemally vs. keeping it in-house;

. Desire to inciease company's performance and productivity

by supplying additional resources;
. Project requires technology, manpower, specific expertise

and/or space, which the company does not have;
. Geographical areas are not covered by existing outsourcing

vendorsi
. Project scope and/or size cannot be adequately supported by

existing outsourcing vendors;
. Current outsourcing vendors have issues with quality,

timeliness or cost which may negatively impact the project.

llow lo select an oulsourcing proyider?

Once the need for arr outsourcing provider has been established,
the next step is to identify an appropriate vendor who can meet

the company's outsourcing needs. A reliable outsourcing provider

is an entity that has business sense, technical capabilities and a
quality infrastructue. All three components mug! be assessed for

thef existence, soundness, flexibility and robustness at the time of
the due diligence because lack of any one of these aspects at a ven-

dor will eventually show up as a problem. This is the first of the

three most important steps (i.e., selection of an outsourcing provider,
formalizirlg the relationship with the vendor and managing the
outsourcing provider) in setting up an effective and efficient rela-

tionship with your outsourcing provider.

The task sormds very straight forward. Why is it then that many

companies fail to initially find the proper Eupport for their needs?
The answer is simple: improper due diligence oI a potential ven-
dor or no due diligence at all. \{hile the root causes of a problem

appear to be different, and the latter scenario seems to be worse

than the former, the likelihood of frustrations, delays, unexpected

cost, and disappointments is exactly same.

lA/hat should be done to avoid and prevent these outcomes? We

suggest that you start with the following:

1, Ensure that only appropdate individuals participate in the

vendor selection process. "Approp.iateness" in this case is

defined beyond the rnere professional experience and

tedmical wizardry "Appropriateness" here means that either

collectively, as a team, or as individuals, responsible

party(ies) have the necessary professional qualifications,

personal skills and overall vision of the company's directions,

goals and objectives to accurately and thoroughly evaluate

whether the vendor's business processes and practices,

technical skills and regulatory compliance meet the

company's demaads.

We often see that companies send either logistics, technical or

quality personnel to initially meet with the vendor. Unless

each group is very familiar with the requtuements of the other

groups, the due diligence process will have gaps. It means

that any decisions regarding moving forward with the deal
will be based on incomplete infonnation. Uninformative

decisions are rarely the right decisions. Bad decisions result

in having to replace a vendor and to transfer the knowledge

from one vendor to another in the middle of a proiect. Not

only is it frustrating and complicated, but it is also time-

consuming and quite costly. For these reasons, the initial

assessment of the vendor becomes crucial to the comDanv's

operational success.

For those who use independent consultants for due diligence

support, remember that this activity calls for a much more

global set of skills and industry understanding than those

required for the regulatory compliance audits. To provide

value during the due diligence, the appropriate individuals

should be capable of completely integrating and applying the

principles of busine6s operations, technology arld quatity,

and evaluating dsks accordingly.

2. Assess each area of support (business operations, technical

and regulatory compliance) and evaluate the significance of

potential risks within that area. By doing so, you will confirm

that the outsourcing provider is capable (or not) of delivering

what it promises in terms of the most impo ant aspects of

their services to you: speed, cost and qualiry Given the

ever-overlapping and intertwined nature of the business

operations, tecbnical and regulatory compliance areas, it is

often difficult to say which one of the three areas would be

most critical in terms of their impact on the outsourcing



provider's deliverables. What is possible to predict, thouglU . Openness and honesty of staff
through a well plarmed and executed due diligence, is which . Logic of processes
area of a given outsourcing provider will present the . Management support (e.g., process of assigning staff to a
highest dsk. project and removing staff from a prolect)

. Ensuring study confidentiality
How does one do it? One does it by assessing both tangible . Handling of special requests
and intangible components within each area. Lack of some . Business continuity
necessary tangible components (e.9., proper equipment, . Pricing structure
spaciousness of facilities, SOPs, evidence of trainin& record . Crisis/ptoblem management
protection and security) is easy to identiJy and quantify, They
are either in place or they are not. Technology-Related Area Componentsi

. Demonstrated knowledge, experience, skills ofstaff
Other thingg such as culture compatibility with your . Adequacy of technical capabilities
compary's culture, ability to meet project timelines, . Tedmical competence and expertise
promptness of responses, are intangibles and can on-[y be . Ability to scale-up
assessed by knowing which questions to ask, exercising one's . Availabfity of appropdate tools to start and complete
"sixih" sense for evaluating the answeE and how to follow- the projeci (e.9., equipment, facilities, methods,
up on answers with the unplanned "next question,." The instrumentatiory stability chambers, back-up generators)
reality is that, more often than not, companies fail in their . Ability to interact with a chent ot its representatives
relation-ship with the vendors based on intangibles because
they are hard to quantify, and many companies don't even Regulatory Compliance-Related Area Components:
think to include these items as part of their due ditigence. . Quality of ptoc€sses and systems

. Qualityinfrastructure
To help you increase the effectiveness of the due diligence of . Rigidity of quality system (e.g., inability to process and
the outsourcing provider and decrease risks associated with implement client requirement6 and recommendations,
selection of a wrong outsourcing provider, we provide a amending quality system for each client using customer
selected list of both tangible and intangible items to focus on audits for training purposes)
and ask questions about: . Necessary certifications ard/or registrations (e.g., ISO,

FDA)
Business-Related Area Components: . Regulatory compliance history

. Size and stabilig (e.g., annual revenue, number of . Flequency of client audits
employees, years in business, number of clients, ek.) . Availability of debarment procedure

. Summary of capabilities (e.9., stedle manufacturin& . Record-keeping practices

analytical testing, clinical monitorin& project . Mechanism and timeframe of data review report
management report writing) Esuance and providing the information to clients

r Unique capabilities/services (e.9., ISO certification) . Data collectioD processing, storage, tracking, trendin&
. Thelapeutic area of expertise (e.9., oncology, diabetes, security

caldiovascular) r Mechanism for reaching out to clients in case of direct
.Development phase experience (e.g., I, IIa, IIb, m, IV) FDA contact
. Project staffing flexibility
. Ability to understand projects and challenges
. Staff continuity and tumover frequency
. Demonstrated ability to stay within budget

Ijiat am tle next ste0s?

. Effectiveness of organizational leadership, strategy and Everyone knows that p or to engaging in a relationship with a:rl
structure outsourcing provider, one must execute a Master Agreement. l,Vhat

. Demonstrated cultural s'.nergy with yonr company is often overlooked is a need for a separate Quality Service Level

. Ability to integrate services and deliverables with other Agreement (QSLA) - a sewice level agreement to define required
outsourcing providers, if necessary quality attributes, processes, milestones, etc. - which could serve

. Effective models for working seamlessly with other as a client-specific road-map for an outsourcing provider to fol-

outsourcing providers, if necessary
. Communication paths

low. Sometimes, companies are aware of the need for the QSLA,

but iust don't know what infornafion could be included into the



t{hat else is inttolyed?

The arswer is obvious: day-today project management of the

outsourcing provider. Many companies male a rnistake by think-
ing that once the work is subcontuacted it will take care of itself.

Wrong! There must of a system in place that allows companies to

oversee the performance and progress of their outsourcing provider

and is focused on continuous improvement in the relationship.

To achieve that state, we 6ugge6t the following:

1. Establish measurable goals and objectives for your

outsourcing provider;

2. Stay away from providing the outsourcing provider with
mixed messages or information coming ftom too marrly people;

3. Have the outsourcing provider supply periodic status

updates (e.9. progress of the development/validation work,

budget management etc.);

5. If you are a global company, share information between all

sltes;

6. Ask appropdate intemal individuals for feedback and

respond quickly and clearly to the outsourcing provider;

document in order to establish and maintain a successful relation-
ship with an outsourcing provider The QSLA should include

operational (business and technical) and regulatory requirements
that an outsourcing provider would be expected to follow. This
document could also be used to document and forrralize opera-
tional and quality agreements that were verbally made with the
outsourcing providers during initial and follow-up discussions.

For example, if you would like that the same vendor staff work-
ing on all your company's projects and/or a particular project, you

could include it in the QSLA. Another thing to include would be
an agreement regalding whether vendor's staff are to be hained

according to your rcquirements, policies and plocedures or its own.
Additionally, you may choose to use the QSLA to instruct your

outsourcing provider regarding the acceptable timefiame for
problem notifications. Furthermorg the Q$I-A may contain the
language allowing client's representatives to technicauy assist the
outsourcing piovider during activities, such as method transfer,
process transfer, etc.

Should you decide to draft a QSLA, the information contained
within should be treated as a legally binding document and
reviewed by both parties' legal council.

7. Resolve issues collectively and assure that the buy-in ftom

every stakeholder is received;

8. Cornrfimicate clEnges (e.9. processes, testin& specifications,

etc.) on the part of the vendor to responsible individuals

widrin your organization in a timely fashion;

9. Keep appropdate paties (e,g. clinical groups) informed and

updated at all time of any outsourcing providei-related

issues that may impact clinical supply availability;

10. Monitor your outsourcing provider's performance in terms

of meeting the timelines, quality of their deliverables and

prompt.ress of responses to your inquiries. as well as against

goals and objectives that you set for them;

11. Depending on the significance of issues with the outsourcing
provider, be prepared to quickly evaluate the

need for arrother provider

Pradical aillication 0f ilin0s dissussed in llis arlicler

Ladies and gentlemen, the suggestions included in this article are

not mere theory l tren used skillfully and as intended, they become

an effective and powerful tool to predict potential issues with an

outsourcing vendor in advarce of those issues becoming real prob-

lems. Sudr a mindset and approach allow companies to accurately

and completely, in advance of a business engagement, 1) assess their

risks and benefits related to an outsourcing provider, 2) corect

issues, if they decide to continue with a relationship and 3) be on

the lookout for things to watch for as the relationship progresses.

Described below is a real-life example of how this approach was

implemented. Described as well is the result of not seeing any dsk

with the "intangibles" that were discussed above.

We were asked to pelform a two-day due diligence assessment of

an outsourcing provider (a Clinical Research Organization). On

the surface, the outsourcing provider seemed to be in good shape

to support the clienL all the "tangibles" were in place. For exam-

ple, policies and procedures were current and appropdate to the

nature of the business, personnel that were part of the client's

project team seemed to have proper training and quaMications,

the quality infrastructue and support for conducting the client's

studies appeared to be adequate. However, cracks - the "intangi-

bles" - appeared as we started reviewing client-related records and

asking personnel to clarify the details of the process: outsourcing

provider staff was disolganized, defensive and reluctant to provide

informatiory answers were incomplete, contadictory an4 in some

case6, not truthful.



Here is what we saw:

1. We had to request a number of documents multiPle times

before they were provided. The impression was that the

outsourcing provider's staff was not attentive to our requests,

did not care about making a good impression and/or was

hoping that we would forget to follow-up on our requests.

2. We established an intemet comection to check email but

decided to ask permission before logging into ourr website. A

QA Associate went to check and then falsely inJormed us that
"there is no way to get a comection from this room."

3. The outsourcing provider's staff was uncomfortable with

giving us an opportunity to review ctent-related records in

detail. This was indicated by the following:

. On day one we received a permission to make coPies of

client-related records for inclusion in the rePort.
. As the copies were being made, the CEO of the company

inforrned us that permiEsion will be granted to take any coPies

off-site only upon a written authodzation from the client.
. At around 9AM in the moming of day two such an email

approval was send to the outsourcing providet's Proiect
manager We promptly nolified him that the email

approval was sent but he made no effort to check for it.
. Around 1 PM and after several requests to retrieve the

authorization e-mail, we were informed that a faxed coPy

with a signature from the client would be needed in order

for the outsourcing provider to provide coPies of the

documents that were requested. This was especially

interesting because it gave the impression that the

outsourcing provider was trying to "buy time", and

also because:
. When questioned about the formal approval of a study-

related document the outsourcing Provider's Project
manager stated that there was e-mail correspondence

that signified the client's approval to Perform study-

related activities. Since therc was no mentron of the fact

that those emails were signed by the client Personnel
and since copies of those e-maib were never shared with

us, we believed that the client's signature may not llave

been requested in that case.
. The outsourcing provider felt it was necessary to have

written approval from the client to release coPies of their

documents but written approval was not required for the

outsourcing providel to begin client-specific work.
. The copies of the document6 were not made until the

very end of the visit, which prevented to obtain

everything we needed.

4. We were inJormed that the outsourcing Provider's Project
manager was "intimidated" by the questions and that was

why he couldn't provide detailed or accurate answers. His

CV however, stated that he was the President and CEO of his

own company. It was hard to believe that someone who held

these titles would be that easily intimidated by questions. It

was also quite strange that the proiect manager, as well as the

QA Associate, were never issued business cardt esPecially

since, according to their CVs , they have been with the

outsourcing provider for over a year.

5. Even though plesent in the room, the Project manager, for the

most part, seemed to be totally disengaged from the second

day of discussions. Instead, his boss answered most of the

questions but was combative. When the questlons were

addressed directly to the project manager, he was irdtated

and uncomfortable and, rather than passing over the requested

documents, seemed to be throwing them across the table.

6. l{hen specific training records were requested for an

individual who left the company, the project manager stated

that the individual did not work on that project. The evidence

of the fact that the individual in question in fact worked on

the project was confirmed or y after the visit at the time wh€lr

the observations were being comPiled against coPies of the

documents that were eventually released to be taken off-site.

7. We were not allowed to view an unmarked room identified

by the outsourcing provider staff as the "archive" room

because of the risk that we would observe something related

to other clients. The outsourcing Provider had several weeks

to prepare for the visit and had the oPPortunity to address

any concems that it miSht have had relating to confidentiality.

The outsourcing provider staff wouldn't ev€n oPen the door

so that we could confum that the room actually held archived

records.

8. On the day of the visit no core service activitres wele

peformed at the outsourcing vendor. This was sunprising in

01at 1) the visit was scheduled several weeks in advance and

the outsourcing provider was notified that review the

operations was part of the agenda and 2) the Processes that

we requested to observe wete the very corc to the outsourcing

provider's operations for any of them not to be Petformed at

the site on the day of the visit.

9. As signified by the signatures on the SOP training forms, the

QA Assistant was assisting the Head of QA with ar SoP quiz

test score rcview lvhen questioned how often the Head of QA

reviews personnel training records, the QA Assistant stated

that this question should be addressed to the Head of QA. It



was obvious that the QA Associate either did not lmow

the answer or did not want to resPond,

10. A "missing" record was in the "transit" study files for over

a month, after it was received from the site and only had to

be logged in to be transfered to the respective file. When

questioned regarding the timeliness of the process, the

Head of the Clinical OPerations DePartment indicated that

such timeframe is Perfecdy acceptable.

in the aggregate, items listed above cleated a lack of confidence in

the ability of staff to adequately suPPort the client's studies in a

timely and quality manner In addition, the behaviors described

above raised questions regarding the outsourcing provider's staff

competence, honesty and their ability to assist the client in case a

serious issue occu$. Finally, we questioned whether the climt cart

rely on the outsourcing Provider's ability to Provide them with

complete and accurate data.

Our recorrunendation to the client - not to work with the out-

sourcing pfovider- was overruled by client's executive manage-

ment team, For the past two years/ our client has experimced

severe project delays, quality issues and increased Prol'ect costs

with the outsourcing provider. However, transferring their Project

to a different outsourcing Provider would create evm more of a

financial burden and unsuppo able delays at this time. We wish

they listened to us, and so do theY.

There is only one thing to say in conclusion: when you outsource,

you have a lot at stake. Make the right choices and decisions by

putting rhe right team in place for every outsourcing providet-

related task. *,

AXo[t $e a[$oB:

Emma Barsky kbarsv@Wacticalsolutionsni'cofi) and Len Grunbaam

Agrunboun@Wactit4l$lutiorcnj.cam) arc Wrhterc of The Ptactiwl Solutions

Group, LLC, a consultancy located in Pri\ceton, N]. Operuthq at both

the strategic and tactical leaels, the! work with domestic and futema-

tional life science comrynies ond their outsource pw)iderc (e.8.' CROI'

sofrware comrynies, hostfu| facilities, CMO, dkttibation centers, Iab-

ontorin, packaging fdcllitie to inteyate the Pinciples of qualit!/rcq-

ulntary compliance andbusiness oPerutians Theit approach allows am-

pany ttu agement to identify Lnd renedy rcgulatory compliqnce issues

quicklV and accwately. More imryrtafltly, it helPs to identify underlV'

itg busifless problems and risk t'actors thtt fiay eoenhtall! stifle Srowth

and negothxly ffict profits.

Emma and Len can be reached at 609.683.0755.


